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A 8 Ball Pool Hack is any tool, app, software, method, technique or other means of gaining uunfair
advantages in 8 Ball Pool. Cheats exist for both Android and iOS, can usually be downloaded quite
easily and will allow you to farm more free Cash Coins, free Skins, chests, Cash Coins, Tickets, Magic
Dust and other goodies more easily. – While there is a huge variety of cheating apps available for
Mobile Legens, hacks for unlimited free Cash Coins, Skins do not exist and are always fake
8 Ball Pool Hacks
There is a huge variety of cheating methods for 8 Ball Pool out there for cheaters: The most simple
and most popular way of cheating in this game is the use of mods: Modded game clients or game
files that have been modified to include cheating functions, the use of game hacking tools and
memory editors is far more complex, but comes with a nonexistent need to look for updates with
every game update, the use of bots and scripts to auto aim and use abilities, auto farm, auto DPS
and auto last hit is also very popular in mobile MOBAs, exploits can make impossible cheats, such as
unlimited Cash Coins, free Cash Coins and free skins possible temporarily and of course there are
more ways and client-side game modding methods that can be used in 8 Ball Pool as well. - Possible
features may include anything from auto farming, wallhacks, auto dodge, auto kill, auto last hit,
speedhacks, gank warning, no fog of war and so on depending on what hacks are possible to be used
in 8 Ball Pool at a particular time.
Mods
Modding or rather the use of modded game clients or ‘mods’ is the most prolific and popular method
ofcheating in 8 Ball Pool and for good reason: While the installation process specifically is not
entirelytrivial in some cases, requiring users to follow simple instructions to get the file working
correctly, downloading, installing and using mods is still much, much easier to do than the
alternative game hacking methods applicable in 8 Ball Pool. Mods are able to offer all the features
that tools can offer, even the potential for implementing automation, bots and scripts, the only
downside is that a modded APK or iOS mod for iOS and Android respectively will always need to be
updated one the 8 Ball Pool game client receives an update, hotfix, patch or a new version of the
client is pushed through the app store / playstore. – While technically running a mod requires no
root and no jailbrake, it is the installation process that may require users to replace or edit system
files, which is a procedure that requires admin access in the case of many mobile devices.
Mod Menus
The ‘mod menu’ is the Porsche of 8 Ball Pool mods, the creme de la creme, the premium version.
While normal modded clients will simply change aspects of the game silently, mod menus offer an
ingame menu that not only shows all the included features, but allows the user to toggle individual

